INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease as reflected by histopathology, molecular alterations, and clinical behavior. Substantial effort has been exerted toward identifying tumor groups with distinct molecular features to relate cellular and subcellular features to clinical parameters and outcome. Estrogen receptor (ER) status is a major discriminating factor of clinical importance (1) . However, recent gene expression-based classifications have identified five different subgroups, where two were luminal cell-related (luminal A and B), one was myoepithelial cell-related (basal-like), one resembled normal breast tissue (normal-like), and one was erbB2-enriched (2) (3) (4) . The erbB2-enriched group has frequent activation of the erbB2/ HER2 pathway and shows a high correlation to the basal-like centroid, and such tumors seem to be closely associated with the basal-like phenotype (4) . Here, the erbB2-enriched and basal-like subtypes are called "basal-related tumors." Basal-like and luminal A carcinomas have different etiologies and, for most purposes, may be considered as distinct diseases (4) (5) (6) (7) . This is also reflected in the genomic portraits defined by array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH), and it seems that the history of molecular subgroups is inscribed in the DNA alterations (8) (9) (10) . Despite the power of RNA-and DNA-based profiling, translating complex molecular classifications into clinical practice has proven to be a formidable challenge. Clinical cohorts are often selected to have tumors of a certain category and might not include all subtypes or outcome groups. The size of sample sets available for microarray studies has so far been limited, and combining sets to increase size has been challenging because various types of array platforms have been used.
aCGH does not reveal the chromosomal rearrangement patterns associated with copy number alterations; however, much can be inferred from cytogenetic studies (11) . The genomic architectural changes in breast tumors revealed by karyotyping follow some main traits. One such event seen early in tumor progression is the loss or gain of whole chromosome arms (12) . Alternative events involve more complex rearrangements, where several different chromosomes concomitantly undergo inversions, deletions, and amplifications (12) .
Previously, we found that invasive breast tumors had different patterns of aCGH aberrations and could be grouped into three different categories: simplex, complex I "sawtooth," and complex II "firestorm" (13) . Tumors of the simplex type had few alterations, with loss or gain of whole arms dominating, whereas tumors of the complex type either had many chromosomes altered with multiple regions with low-level loss and gain (sawtooth pattern) or had a few selected regions with high copy number gains with intermittent losses (firestorms). We hy-pothesized that distinct molecular mechanisms underlie such patterns of aberrations. The simplex and complex (sawtooth and firestorm) classification proposed by Hicks et al. (13) was not obtained algorithmically; hence, no objective measure across platforms is available.
One aim of this study was to develop objective estimates of genomewide architectural distortion. For each chromosome arm, two platformindependent scores were defined: one measures whole-arm deviations from normal copy number [whole-arm aberration index (WAAI)], and the other the degree of local distortion [complex arm aberration index (CAAI)]. Our marker of genomic complexity (CAAI) was hypothesized to have independent prognostic power in breast cancer. Our aim was to investigate this marker in a large series of breast carcinomas (n = 595) analyzed with aCGH and its relation to patient outcome. In addition, a semisupervised classifier was constructed on the basis of acknowledged genomic alterations in luminal A and basal-like tumors by combining information from the WAAI and CAAI estimates. Because three of the four tumor sets had extensive additional molecular data and clinical follow-up available, this approach presciently revealed distinct patterns of genomic architectural distortion associated with outcome. Thus, varying levels of genomic distortion and survival outcomes may reflect different paths of tumor progression.
RESULTS
Genomic architecture characterized by CAAI and WAAI Two novel algorithms were constructed: one to identify complex architectural distortions characterized by physically tight clusters of break points with large changes of amplitude (CAAI), and another to recognize gains and loss of whole chromosome arms (WAAI). Seg-mented data from one tumor with corresponding CAAI values are illustrated for selected chromosome arms (Fig. 1A) . The Circos plot from paired-end sequencing of the same sample ( Fig. 1B) shows that CAAI recognizes regions with structural complexity (14) . Areas of complex rearrangements were found by selecting chromosome arms with CAAI ≥ 0.5. Comparison in one cohort of HER2 copy number gains estimated by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and the CAAI score showed that all but one sample with high CAAI had more than four copies of HER2 (fig. S1).
For most chromosome arms, the distribution of WAAI was nearly symmetric around zero ( fig. S2 ). For some arms, however, WAAI was skewed toward positive values (1q, 8q, and 16p), and for others toward negative values (16q and 17p), reflecting a bias toward gain or loss. This pattern was seen in all cohorts, independently of platform ( fig. S2 ). Arms with WAAI ≥ 0.8 were defined as whole-arm gains and arms with WAAI ≤ −0.8 as whole-arm losses. Whole-arm gain of 1q and wholearm loss of 16q by aCGH in an ER-positive, diploid, invasive ductal carcinoma of histological grade 3 ( Fig. 2A) were analyzed with FISH, illustrating a combination of probes, indicating a centromere-close translocation t(1q;16p) ( Fig. 2B) .
To determine the association between clinicopathological information and frequency of chromosomal aberrations, we analyzed four cohorts of breast cancer patients with WAAI and CAAI ( Fig. 3A , table S1, and fig. S3 ). We used three previously published aCGH data sets: MicMa (n = 125) (13), WZ (n = 141) (15) , and Chin-UCAM (n = 162) (16) (see Materials and Methods for details). In addition, aCGH data for 167 patients of the Ull cohort not previously published were analyzed. The four cohorts were merged for the analysis of association to clinicopathological information, and we observed an aberration pattern typical for breast cancer (Fig. 3A) . mosomal changes such as duplications and inversions, whereas pink lines indicate interchromosomal translocations. In this sample, 13 chromosome arms had CAAI > 0; six of these had CAAI ≥ 0.5 (these are in bold and marked with an asterisk). The two regions with most rearrangements showed the highest CAAI (chromosome arm 7p and chromosome 15). Areas with few rearrangements had low or zero CAAI.
We found that the most frequent events such as gain of 1q and loss of 16q or 17p are whole-arm events, whereas most gains on 17q and losses on 11q have CAAI ≥ 0.5 and are likely caused by complex rearrangements (Fig. 3B) . A few alterations such as gain on 8q and 20q displayed both whole-arm gain and high CAAI ( Fig. 3B ). These results suggest that the type of alteration and on which chromosome arm it occurs are of importance in breast cancer.
Defining subgroups based on genomic architecture Several studies have shown that the number of genomic alterations and the regions preferentially altered differ between the molecular expression subtypes (8, 9, 16, 17) . Luminal A or ER-positive tumors often have few alterations with gain of 1q and loss of 16q dominating, whereas basal-like tumors frequently have many alterations affecting most of the chromosomes (8, 9, (16) (17) (18) . Loss on 5q and gain on 10p have been proposed as specific basal-like alterations (8, 9, 17, 19) , similar to findings in breast carcinomas from BRCA1 mutation carriers (20, 21) . On the basis of this, we distinguished among four groups of tumors: those with whole-arm gain of 1q and/or loss of 16q (group A), those with regional loss on 5q and/or gain on 10p (group B), those with both (group AB), and those with neither (group C). The selection of these criteria was not influenced by knowledge of molecular or clinical parameters in the studied cohorts.
To further characterize these groups, we split each into two CAAI subgroups depending on the level of complex rearrangement: those with CAAI < 0.5 for all arms (low-level CAAI: A1, B1, AB1, and C1) and those with CAAI ≥ 0.5 for at least one arm (high-level CAAI: A2, B2, AB2, and C2). The group distribution was similar for all four cohorts, except for the WZ cohort that had more samples of type C and fewer samples with high-level CAAI, most likely because of selection of diploid tumors (table S2) (13) . The WAAI score was constructed to capture whole-arm events and not localized gains and losses; this is to reflect underlying defects in DNA maintenance, such as isochromosomes and centromere-close translocations. Localized gains on 1q and losses on 16q would not be classified as A tumors according to our definition. This approach to classifying tumors is an advance over previous stratification paradigms because the criteria are limited not only to specific genomic regions but also to the architectural type of rearrangements such as gain or loss of whole chromosome arms (9, 13, 22) .
Patterns of genomic architecture in the WAAI and CAAI groups WAAI and CAAI characteristics. WAAI and CAAI revealed different chromosomal event and frequency distributions among the eight subgroups (Figs. 4A and 5). The subgroups displayed pronounced differences with respect to the number of whole chromosome arm loss or gain events ( Fig. 4A and fig. S4 ). For each of the four WAAI groups, the tumors with complex rearrangements (that is, A2, B2, AB2, and C2) had more whole arms affected, mostly by gains (WAAI ≥0.8), than the corresponding group without complex rearrangements.
Tumors of type A were frequently ERpositive, of low or intermediate grade, and diploid and included most of the invasive lobular carcinomas (table S3) . Group A was the only group with frequent alterations of whole chromosomes; particularly prominent were gain of 5, 7, 8, and 20 and loss of 18 ( Fig. 4A ), in line with previous cytogenetic findings (11, 23) . A1 and A2 tumors had the same distributions of altered arms, and the increased number of gains seen in A2 tumors mainly affected 8q, 16p, 20p, and 20q ( fig. S5 ). In tumors of type A2, complex rearrangements were most frequent on 11q and 8p, followed by 17q and 8q ( fig. S6 ). The high-level amplifications on 8p and 11q include genes of interest such as FGFR1 and CCND1, loci frequently amplified in ER-positive breast carcinomas (24) (25) (26) .
Tumors of type B were more frequently of high grade, aneuploid, and TP53mutated than tumors of type A (table S3) . Tumors of type B1 were dominated by whole-arm losses, most frequently of 17p, 4p, 4q, and 5q, whereas tumors of type B2 had complex alterations often affecting many arms, most frequently 17q, followed by 8p and 20q ( Fig. 4A and figs. S4 to S6). The overall frequencies of aberrations were similar in B1 and B2 ( Fig. 5 ).
AB tumors had elements of both A and B tumors, were dominated by aneuploid tumors of intermediate or high grade, and had the highest frequency of wholearm alterations (both gains and losses) (table S3 and figs. S4 and S5). The AB tumors with complex rearrangements had green, loss). A1 tumors are dominated by gain on 1q and 16p and loss on 16q. These alterations are frequent in A2 tumors, in addition to gain on 8q, 17q, and 20q and loss on 6q, 8p, 11q, 13, and 17p. B1, B2, AB1, and AB2 tumors have similarities in the patterns of gain and loss with almost all chromosomes affected, a pattern dissimilar from aberrations in A1 and A2 tumors. C1 tumors have few alterations, with gain of 8q dominating. This is the most frequent aberration in C2 tumors as well, followed by gain on 1q, 17q, and 20q.
a heterogeneous distribution pattern of arms with high level of CAAI ( Fig. 4A and fig. S6 ). Group C tumors had the fewest number of whole-arm alterations; however, the most frequent were observed gains of 8q and 16p and losses of 17p and chromosome 22 ( Fig. 4A and figs. S4 and S5). This was seen in both C1 and C2 carcinomas, with 17p being more frequently lost in C2 than in C1. For C2 tumors, high level of CAAI was frequent on 17q but rare on 11q ( Fig. 4A and fig. S6 ). The clinicopathological parameters among group C tumors were similar with those in the A group but had fewer ER-positive and more TP53-mutated tumors (table S3) . Almost half of all tumors with histological grade 1 and most carcinomas of a special histological type such as lobular, tubulolobular, and mucinous were grouped as C by our method.
A pairwise comparison of WAAI and CAAI for the four groups across all chromosome arms showed that alterations of several arms distinguished A tumors from B, AB, and C tumors ( Fig. 6 ). High-level CAAI values on 11q were associated with A tumors, in contrast to C and B tumors, and high-level CAAI values on 5q were characteristic of B and AB tumors and not A and C tumors. The high level of resemblance between CAAI distribution in B and AB was supported by WAAI alterations as well; no arms had significant differences in negative WAAI. This indicates that the whole chromosome arm losses characteristic of the B tumors are also present in AB tumors.
Paired-end sequencing. Paired-end sequencing was performed on a few selected samples representing distinct expression subgroups, and where sufficient amount of DNA was available, these analyses revealed genomic rearrangements down to the single-base level and identified both interchromosomal and intrachromosomal fusions (14) (Fig.  4B ). Analysis of the A1 tumor showed a single rearrangement, in contrast to the A2 tumor that exhibited a larger number of complex inter-chromosomal and intrachromosomal rearrangements, in line with the high-level CAAI. The 1q/16q translocation in the A1 tumor was missed because the paired-end sequencing method does not detect alterations involving centromere-close heterochromatin (27) . The B1 tumor showed numerous smaller structural rearrangements ("mutator phenotype"), in contrast to the pattern seen in the A1 and A2 tumors. The AB2 tumor showed a mutator phenotype pattern but with more interchromosomal rearrangements than the B1 tumor. The C2 tumor had some segmental duplications or inversions in addition to complex rearrangements involving chromosome arm 17q.
Gene expression classification. For 186 tumors, gene expression data were available (28, 29) . Because no gold standard for assigning samples to subtypes across microarray platforms exists and it has been shown that normalization across data sets with different proportion ER-positive samples affects subtyping (30) , correlation to the subtype centroids was based on the original studies. Both A1 and A2 tumors showed strong correlation to the luminal A subtype (Fig.  4C ). Luminal B tumors were more frequent in the A2 group, indicating that A2 tumors represent more advanced tumors with high proliferation and increased growth factor signaling than A1 (31) (table S4). This was also supported by ploidy data because the A2 group had a higher fraction of aneuploid and high-grade tumors (fig. S7 ). The B1 tumors were dominated by the basal-like subtype. The subtype correlation patterns of B2 and AB1/AB2 were similar, dominated by negative correlation to the luminal A subtype, and overall had a closer resemblance to B1 than to A1/A2. Most erbB2-enriched and normallike tumors were classified as C tumors (29 of 45 and 19 of 34, respectively; table S4). Normal-like tumors are rare and often omitted from breast cancer expression classification studies (32) . It is acknowledged that samples depleted of tumor cells frequently correlate closely with Chromosomal arm   1p  1q  2p  2q  3p  3q  4p  4q  5p  5q  6p  6q  7p  7q  8p  8q  9p  9q  10p  10q  11p  11q  12p  12q  13  14  15  16p  16q  17p  17q  18p  18q  19p  19q  20p  20q  21  22   1p  1q  2p  2q  3p  3q  4p  4q  5p  5q  6p  6q  7p  7q  8p  8q  9p  9q  10p  10q  11p  11q  12p  12q  13  14  15  16p  16q  17p  17q  18p  18q  19p  19q  20p  20q  21  22   1p  1q  2p  2q  3p  3q  4p  4q  5p  5q  6p  6q  7p  7q  8p  8q  9p  9q  10p  10q  11p  11q  12p  12q  13  14  15  16p  16q  17p  17q  18p  18q  19p  19q  20p  20q  21  22 Chromosomal arm Chromosomal arm the normal-like centroid, and the existence of a normal-like subtype is disputed (32) . However, normal-like tumors can be aggressive and highly proliferative with stem cell properties, and even be cultivated like the cell line PMC42 (33) , and normal-like cell lines have shown enrichment in stem cell-related features (34) . Almost 30% of all basal-like tumors were classified as C tumors. This reflects both cases with alterations other than the selected 5q loss and/or 10p gain, but in addition, several cases had almost a flat aCGH profile. The latter is in line with previous studies that have identified a subgroup of basallike tumors having low genomic instability (16, 35) . Data on cellularity of the tumor samples do not suggest that these flat profiles are due to contamination of normal cells or lymphocytes (table S5 and fig. S8 ).
Group comparisons Group comparisons
Although some basal-like tumors are shown to be polyclonal (36) , it is unlikely that such tumors would result in flat profiles particularly with respect to amplifications.
WAAI and CAAI groups as prognostic markers
Both the WZ cohort, which was highly selected according to ploidy and outcome, and the ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) samples were omitted from survival and risk analyses to avoid bias, leaving 451 cases in the merged data set. Kaplan-Meier plots illustrate significant difference in breast cancer-specific death between the four WAAI groups and the two CAAI groups (P = 0.005 and P = 0.001, respectively; Fig. 7, A and B) . By adding CAAI to the WAAI groups, additional prognostic information is obtained as a separation of the B and AB groups into a group with better prognosis and a group with worse prognosis (P < 0.001; Fig. 7C and fig. S9 ). In a multivariate Cox re-gression analysis, patients with the B type of tumor had a doubled risk of dying of breast cancer compared to those with the A type, independent of lymph node status, tumor size, histological grade, and treatment [hazard ratio (HR), 2.14; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.20 to 3.81; P = 0.01; Table 1A ]. We also found an increased hazard rate (HR, 1.74; 95% CI, 1.18 to 2.55; P = 0.005) for breast cancer-specific death among patients with high-level CAAI compared to those without, independent of treatment, lymph node status, tumor size, histological grade, and WAAI class (Table 1B) . We collapsed groups with similar outcome and biological features to be able to do a multivariate analysis of the combined WAAI and CAAI groups and not lose power ( Fig. 7C and fig. S8 ). In a multivariate Cox analysis, patients with B2 or AB2 tumors had a 2.20 times higher risk (95% CI, 1.35 to 3.59; P = 0.002) and patients with A2 or C2 tumors had a 1.37 times higher risk (95% CI, 0.87 to 2.17; P = 0.17) of dying from breast cancer compared to patients with low-level CAAI (Table 1C) . Survival curves for patients who did not receive any adjuvant therapy clearly show a worse predicted outcome and increase in breast cancer-related death for the B2/AB2 groups ( Fig. 7D and table S6 ). This finding in therapy-naïve patients is important because it supports the view that the differences cannot be explained by therapy sensitivity but seem related to the biology of the tumors. These analyses suggest that high-level CAAI is an independent prognostic marker of breast cancer. A summary of the statistical analyses is presented according to the guidelines for reporting prognostic tumor markers (REMARK) (37) (table S7). Because we regard several of the WAAI classes to represent distinct entities, we analyzed each of them separately with respect to commonly used prognostic markers, including histological grade, tumor size, lymph node status, ER status, TP53 mutation status, and expressionbased subtype. Analyzing A tumors (n = 166) by univariate Cox regression analysis, we found that histological grade, tumor size, lymph node status, TP53 mutation status, and high-level CAAI on more than two chromosomal arms were strong prognostic predictors (table S8A) . This was in contrast to B tumors (n = 57), where only lymph node status and mutated TP53 indicated an increased hazard rate (borderline significant P value; table S8B). High-level CAAI was a strong prognostic marker in AB tumors (n = 55), with an HR of 5.06 (95% CI, 1.38 to 18.59; P = 0.015), but only if more than two arms were affected. In C tumors, histological grade, tumor size, lymph node status, and TP53 status were of importance (n = 160) (table S8, C and D). These results suggest that histological grade is prognostic only in A and C tumors ( Fig. 7 , E to G).
DISCUSSION
Genome-wide, high-resolution analyses of both DNA and RNA have brought novel insights into breast carcinoma classification (3, 9, 16) , but conclusions have been limited by small sample sizes. By developing platform-independent algorithms, we could merge aCGH data from several clinical cohorts and perform DNA-based grouping of breast carcinomas using previous DNA and RNA classifications. This, combined with defined surrogate markers for luminal and basal-like breast cancer, revealed several distinct patterns of aberrant genomic architecture. Tumors of type A were dominated by ER-positive, luminal A tumors with large WAAI magnitude (both gains and losses) and by concomitant 1q gain and 16q loss probably caused by unbalanced centromere-close translocations between the two chromosomes (38) . The same mechanism affecting other arms might explain the frequent losses and gains of whole chromosome arms in group A. Gain of 1q and/or loss of 16q are seen in different epithelial tumor types such as hepatocellular, ovarian, nasopharyngeal, and prostate carcinomas (39) . Gain of 16p is almost always seen together with the loss of 16q, and the loss of 17p is common in a wide variety of tumors (39) . Several studies have indicated that luminal tumors have a distinct progression path (40) (41) (42) (43) . This is reflected in our study by A2 tumors having more arms with high WAAI magnitude, being more frequently aneuploid, of high grade, and with worse outcomes than A1 tumors (Fig. 4A ). Amplification is found to precede the development of aneuploidy in breast cancer cell lines (44) , and our study indicates that the same switch also occurs in vivo. Progression from A1 to A2 seems to induce a shift in gene expression pattern, with a higher correlation to the luminal B centroid and worse outcome ( Figs. 4C and 7C) .
The B tumors had a completely different and more heterogeneous genomic pattern. Group B1 tumors were dominated by losses. The single B1 case investigated by paired-end sequencing had, in addition, the typical mutator phenotype pattern reflecting multiple segmental duplications (14) . In two separate studies, we have found that a subgroup of basal-like tumors is characterized by losses and progress from hypodiploid to aneuploid, often with complex rearrangements (36, 45) , in line with the B1 group being dominated by losses. Both AB and some C tumors had an expression pattern pointing toward a basal-like relation (Fig. 4C ). In addition, AB2 and some C2 tumors had the greatest genomic distortion, were often aneuploid, and had short survival, and we hypothesize that B2, AB2, and some C2 cases reflect more advanced tumors (basal-like, erbB2-enriched, and normal-like). We found that A and B tumors were different at the genomic, transcriptomic, and clinical level. It has been shown that amplifications on 8p/11q and 8q/17q occur preferentially in two phenotypically diverse groups of breast cancer (46) , consistent with the different CAAI distribution in A and B tumors. In a study using high-resolution methylation arrays on one of the cohorts, we found patterns of methylation in A tumors resembling the CD24 + /luminal cell relation and likewise a connection between B tumors and CD44 + /progenitor cell methylation patterns (47) . There are several indicators that molecular subgroups of breast cancer reflect transformation of different breast epithelial cell progenitors (48) (49) (50) . Our study indicates that molecular subgroups can be recognized by differences in genomic architecture, possibly reflecting underlying subgroup-specific defects linked to different cells of origin. Basal-like carcinomas can be divided into several subtypes (51) (52) (53) , and recent work indicates that a luminal progenitor on a BRCA1-deficient background may be the cell of origin of such tumors (54) . We hypothesize that the heterogeneity seen in groups B, AB, and C with respect to the distribution of WAAI and CAAI indicates that tumors of these types descend from different but related early progenitors and that alternative combinations of repair defects define several progression paths.
Complex rearrangements as defined by CAAI occurred in all subgroups, and CAAI had a strong prognostic impact independent of other factors, even if it only occurred on one chromosomal arm. The mechanisms behind complex rearrangements are not completely understood, but one type can be explained by breakage-fusion-bridge cycles because of double-strand repair defects resulting in high-level amplicons with intermittent deletions (55, 56) . Because high-level amplicons are seen even in DCIS (57) and in diploid tumors (13) , this opens the possibility for a distinct subtype of carcinomas having complex alterations at an early stage of progression ("de novo complexity").
The findings of this study are based on retrospective analyses of four previously collected data sets and are thus limited by ethnicity, sample size, and inclusion criteria. The acknowledged heterogeneity of breast cancer is evident among these 595 cases, and the results illustrate the need to stratify patients by genomic alterations before clinical risk assessment. Although we present a tool to merge data from different types of platforms, the results will always be imitated by the platform with the lowest resolution. Larger cohorts with long-time follow-up analyzed on high-resolution arrays will be advantageous to validate the findings and to explore the subgroups further.
The present study indicates that the type of genomic architectural distortion is of major importance in determining the tumor phenotype and can be used to group tumors into luminal and basal-related tumors. This is of major importance because the value of established prognostic markers is subgroup-dependent. We also find that even in biological distinct subtypes of breast cancer, the addition of complex rearrangements seems to be of major importance for patient outcome. A strong hierarchical relation between subtypes of breast carcinomas is yet to be defined, but our findings provide a background for further functional studies aiming to elucidate the relation among genomic architecture, phenotypic traits, and the cell of origin in breast cancer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient samples and gene expression data
Five hundred and ninety-five patients from four clinical cohorts were included in this study. The aCGH data from three of these cohorts have previously been published and are reanalyzed here. For one cohort of 167 samples, we present new aCGH data. A summary of the cohorts with clinical and pathological data is found in table S1, and detailed clinical information is found in table S5. Previously published expression data were available for a subset of the samples: 112 Chin-UCAM, 113 MicMa, and 73 Ull (16, 28, 29) . The subtype assignment for each sample and the centroid correlation values were as published in the original papers.
MicMa cohort. Fresh-frozen tumor biopsies were collected from 150 of the 920 patients included in the "Oslo Micrometastasis Project" from 1995 to 1998 (58) . Expression data, TP53 mutation status, and clinical data for these samples are described (29) . One hundred and twentyfive of these samples were available for aCGH analyses and were partly part of a previous publication (13) .
WZ cohort. A total of 141 frozen tumor specimens were selected from the archives of the Cancer Center of the Karolinska Institute from 1987 to 1991. Clinical and aCGH data are previously published (13) . This cohort was retrospectively selected to represent most diploid cases, where half of the patients were long-term survivors and the other half were dead of breast cancer.
Chin-UCAM cohort. One hundred and sixty-two primary operable breast cancer specimens collected from 1990 to 1996 were obtained from the Nottingham Tenovus Primary Breast Cancer Series. Clinical, expression, and aCGH data are previously published (16) .
Ull cohort. Tumor specimens from 212 patients with primary breast cancer were sequentially collected at Oslo University Hospital Ullevål from 1990 to 1994. Primary breast carcinoma tissue was collected at primary surgery and fresh-frozen at −80°C. DNA was isolated from tumor tissue with chloroform-phenol extraction followed by ethanol precipitation (Nuclear Acid Extractor 340A, Applied Biosystems) according to standard procedures. Clinical, TP53 mutation, and expression data for 80 of these samples are described by Langerød et al. (28) . Sufficient DNA for aCGH analysis was available from 167 tumors; these data are not previously published.
aCGH data
The raw and preprocessed data can be accessed from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) with accession numbers GSE8757 (Chin-UCAM), GSE20394 (Ull), and GSE19425 (MicMa and WZ).
DNA from the MicMa cohort was hybridized to the ROMA (representational oligonucleotide microarray analysis) 85K microarray, (59) . The method is based on oligonucleotide probes designed after the restriction fragments from digestion with Bgl II. The platform is manufactured by NimbleGen, and the experiments followed the ROMA/NimbleGen protocol as previously described (13) . Probe intensities were read with the GenePix Pro 4.0 software and used for ratio calculation. The data from the MicMa and the WZ cohort were normalized with an intensitybased lowess curve fitting algorithm. DNA from the Ull samples was analyzed with 244K CGH microarrays (Hu-244A, Agilent Technologies). This platform contains >236,000 mapped in situ-synthesized oligonucleotide probes representing coding and noncoding sequences of the genome (60) . The standard Agilent protocol was used, without prelabeling amplification of input genomic DNA. Scanned microarray images were read and analyzed with Feature Extraction v9.5 (Agilent Technologies) with protocols (CGH-v4_95_Feb07 and CGH-v4 91 2) for aCGH preprocessing, which included linear normalization.
DNA from the Chin-UCAM cohort was as previously described (16) and analyzed with a customized oligonucleotide microarray containing 30K 60-nucleotide oligomer oligonucleotide probes representing 27,800 mapped sequences of the human genome (61) . Signal intensities and fluorescent ratios were obtained with BlueFuse version 3.2 (BlueGnome). Raw data were preprocessed with the software R (62) and the Bioconductor package limma (63) .
FISH analysis
FISH analysis was performed with imprints from a selected tumor (that is, interphase cells), with nick-translated probes prepared from bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) selected to be close to the centromere of chromosomes 1 and 16. The hybridization was performed as previously published (13) . Evaluation of signals was carried out in an epifluorescence microscope. Selected cells were photographed in a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope equipped with an AxioCam MRm charge-coupled device camera and AxioVision software at minimum 21 z levels. The signals from lymphocytes served as controls. The combination of signals was evaluated and regarded as representative if they were observed in most cells.
Measurements of tumor ploidy
The ploidy of each tumor was determined by measurement of DNA content of nontumoral and tumoral cells independently with Feulgen photocytometry (64, 65) . The optical densities of intact nuclei on an imprint were measured, and a DNA index was calculated and displayed as a histogram. Normal cells and diploid tumors display a major peak at ploidy 2n. Highly aneuploid tumors display broad peaks that often center on ploidy 4n but may include cells from 2n to 6n or above. The histograms were visually interpreted to assign one number to the tumor ploidy. This was done in a nonarbitrary way by selecting the value for which the maximum is reached.
Pathology data and survival analyses
For each series, an experienced pathologist reviewed hematoxylin and eosin slides and immunohistochemical staining for ER and progesterone receptor from all tumors and reclassified them according to the World Health Organization classification guidelines for breast cancer as previously published (13, 16, 28) .
The endpoint for the survival analysis was breast cancer-specific death measured from the date of surgery to death of the disease or other-wise censored at the time of the last follow-up visit or noncancer-related death. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for time to breast cancer-specific death were constructed, and P values were calculated by the log-rank test. Cox proportional hazard regression analysis was used for the univariate estimation of prognostic impact for the available clinical parameters, including expression classes, in the four WAAI groups. Three multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression analyses were performed by a backward conditional strategy, including the WAAI groups, CAAI groups, and the combined WAAI and CAAI groups, respectively. Because of the number of events, a selection of clinical variables for inclusion in the models was made, including tumor size (pT), lymph node status, treatment, and histological grade. The same analyses were also performed on nonadjuvant-treated patients separately. All calculations were made with SPSS 16.0, and details about the analyses are in the REMARK document (table S7) .
Statistical methods and analytical tools
Segmentation into regions of constant copy number. For each sample, a piecewise constant regression function was fitted to the logtransformed aCGH data with the PCF algorithm (15, 66) . For each probe, a fitted value ("PCF value") was thus obtained. The user controls the sensitivity of the method (via a "penalty parameter" g) and the least allowed number of probes in a segment (k min ). In our case, segmentation was performed on data from three different platforms with relative probe densities (average number of probes per unit distance) of 0.12 (Chin-UCAM), 0.34 (MicMa/WZ), and 1.00 (244K Ull). Because we aimed to pool all the segmented aCGH profiles, we scaled the parameters g and k min to obtain roughly equal segmentation resolutions in the three platforms based on the theoretical resolution (thus essentially favoring variance reduction over bias reduction in the estimated copy number profiles for increasing probe densities) (15) . Values for g and k min were chosen to be 100 and 20 for Ull, 34 and 7 for MicMa/WZ, and 16 and 3 for Chin-UCAM. We acknowledge that the theoretical and the actual resolution may differ in different parts of the genome and that the theoretical functional resolution may be estimated as proposed by Coe et al. (67) . In our study, ResCalc was not applied. Visual inspection of different segmentations with varying parameter choices indicated that this was a minor problem. The hypothesis of uniform distribution of aberrations is unlikely, and some arrays, such as Agilent 244K, are even constructed to be gene-centered. Furthermore, probes in repetitive regions of the genome will be sparsely spaced to maintain specificity. If such probes were removed, ResCalc would increase the functional resolution; however, the coverage would be reduced (68) .
Centering of copy number estimates. To center the segmented data, we found the density of the PCF values using a kernel smoother with an Epanechnikov kernel and a window size of 0.03. The three tallest peaks-P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 -in the density were considered in decreasing order of height (if there was less than three peaks, we replicated the highest one to obtain three peaks). For each, we found the location and relative height (that is, the absolute height of the peak divided by the sum of the heights of the three highest peaks). Between P 1 and P 2 , the peak P with location closest to the median of the PCF values was selected. If the relative height of P was at least 0.2, then the PCF values were centered by subtracting the location of P; otherwise, the PCF values were centered by subtracting the location of the tallest of all the three peaks.
Whole-arm aberration index. WAAI was found separately for each arm and sample. The normalized PCF (NPCF) values were defined as the centered PCF values divided by the residual SD. The var-iable s was obtained by averaging NPCF over all probes. If s > 0, WAAI was the 5% quantile of NPCF; if s ≤ 0, WAAI was the 95% quantile of NPCF (in practice, constrained to a predefined grid). Arms with WAAI ≥0.8 were called whole-arm gains, and arms with WAAI ≤ −0.8 were called whole-arm losses (see fig. S2 for an example).
Complex arm aberration index. CAAI was found separately for each arm and sample. For each break point found by PCF, we calculated three scores P, Q, and W that reflected the proximity to neighboring break points, the magnitude of change, and a weight of importance:
where a was a constant, L 1 and L 2 were the numbers of nucleotides, and H 1 and H 2 were properly scaled PCF values for the segments joined at the break point. For any genomic subregion R, we defined S R ¼ ∑W ⋅ minðP,QÞ by summing over all break points in R. We defined CAAI as the maximal value of S R across all subregions R of a predefined size of 20 Mb. The reason for using a window rather than calculating a score across the whole arm is to avoid spurious calls because of accumulation of isolated events not related to complex rearrangements. The size was a compromise between ensuring a local measure and including enough breakpoints to capture complex rearrangements. Table S5 contains all calculated WAAI and CAAI scores and the group designation for each sample.
The software used here is written in Java and is available at http:// www.ifi.uio.no/bioinf/Projects/GenomeArchitecture. A guide for the bioinformatic analysis is included on the Web page.
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